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SUMMARY 
Microphones and hot wires were applied for the measurement of wall 

pressure fluctuations and velocity fluctuations in rod bundles with 
several aspect ratios. By means of auto and cross spectral density 
functions their interdependence was investigated. Results show that the 
pressure fluctuations in rod bundles are mainly associated with the 
phenomenon of quasi-periodic flow pulsations between subchannels. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pressure fluctuations of the turbulent 
flow on a channel wall have considarable 
practical interest, since they influence the 
boundary layer, produce noise and can induce 
vibrations on the channel. The fluctuating 
pressure field in a turbulent flow is a 
summation of contributions from the turbulent 
velocity fluctuations. In incompressible 
flows, the pressure fluctuations are related 
to the velocity fluctuations through Poisson's 
equation, obtained from the divergence of the 
momentum equation [l] 
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At a given point of the flow field and 
boundaries, the pressure fluctuations 
produced by momentum fluctuations at many 
other points of its surrondings. The 
amplitude of the pressure fluctuations is 
influenced by velocity fluctuations whithin a 
distance comparable with the wavelenght of the 
respective component of the turbulent 
velocity. 

In rod bundles the turbulent flow is 
governed by the presence of large-scale 
coherent structures, producing quasi periodic 
flow pulsations across the gaps [2,3], 
resulting strongly anisotropic turbulence 
intensities, which distribution differs 
considerably from their distribution in pipe 
flow [4]. This phenomenon of "flow pulsations" 
between two neighbouring subchannels has a 
characteristic frequency, which depends on the 
bundle geometry (P/D, W/D) and the flow 
velocity, generating a dynamic pressure field 
on the rods and on the channel wall with the 
same characteristic frequency of the flow 
pulsations. 
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The determination of the pressure fie 
by means of Eq. (1) seems to be ve 
difficult, or even impossible, as the most 
the turbulence problems are, due to ti 
stochatic nature of the turbulent flo 
Therefore, experimental studies on tl 
pressure and velocity fluctuations -
turbulent flows are necessary to obta 
additional informations to help t 
comprehension of these phenomena. Some of t 
.nost important experimental works in fl 
plate, channel and rod bundle flow are list 
below. 

Measurements of wall pressu 
fluctuations in a boundary-layer wind tunn 
were performed by Bull [5], by means 
piezoelectric pressure transducers and usi 
hot wire anemometry for the measurements 
velocity fluctuations. His results show th 
there are two "families" of pressure sourc 
which differently influence the pressu 
field. The first one is associated with t 
turbulent motion in the constant stress laye 
the other one comprises components whi 
wavelenght is greater than about twice t 
boundary-layer thickness. 

Langeheinecken [6] measured t 
interdependence betweeen wall-pressure a 
velocity fluctuations in a pipe flow. H 
measurements showed that the occurence of hi 
amplitude peaks in the wall pressure a 
closely connected to the velocity field. T 
behaviour of the pressure fluctuations we 
found to be associated with horse sh 
turbulence structures on the walls. 

In annular channels with three differe 
hydraulical diameters and water as the worki 
fluid, Mulcahy et al. [7] found that t 
dominant source of excitation pressures we 
different for the largest and the smalls 
.diameters. In the narrowest channel they we 
due to developing boundary-layer turbuler 
created by the transition from a pipe to 
anular region, while inthe channel with t 
largest hydraulical diameter they were mc 
closely associated with fully develop 
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boundary-layer -urbuience. 
Wail pressure fluctuations of the 

turoulent flow of water in a 7-rcd bundle were 
measured by Lin et al. [8]. The test section 
had a hydraulical diameter D * 8.6 mm, but no 
information about P/D-ratio was given. The 
measurements were performed on the central rod 
and on one of the outer rods. On the inner rod 
they found an homogeneous pressure field which 
was independent of the circumferencial 
position, this not being the case for the 
outer rods of the test section. There, the 
pressure field was found to be a function of 
the hydraulical diameter and of the geometry 
of the channel 

The purpose of this paper is to present 
results of measurements of velocity and wall 
pressure fluctuations in rod bundles, their 
mutual relationship ard their characteristics 
as a function of the ?low and of the geometry 
of the bundle. 

APPARATUS ANTJ EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The exrar^me ital set up consists of a 7 m 
long rectan;ular channel with four aluminiut.. 
tubes which simulated the rods. The geometry 
of the bundle could be changed by displacing 
one of the sh'.rt walls or by using tubes with 
different cianeters. The measurements were 
performed it about 20 mm before the outlet. 
Air was the working fluid. A schematic of the 
cross section of the channel is shown in Fig. 
1 together with the locations of th; 
measurements described. A list of the 
geometries investigated is given in Table 1 
together with rod and hydraulical diameter, 
where "a" stands for asymmetrical arrangement 
of the rods. The experiments were controlled 
by a PDP 11/23 computer [9], which positioned 
the probes, performed measurements and kept 
the Reynolds number constant during an 
experiment by adjusting the speed of the 
blower. Velocity and wall shear stresses were 
measured by means of Pitot and Preston tubes. 
Turbulent fluctuating velocities were measured 
by DISA constant temperature anemometers. 
The probes had one wire perpendicular to the 
main flow and a 45 slant wire. Briiel & Kjaer 
capacitive microphones, with 4.5 ran diameter, 
flush mounted with the wall, were applied for 
the measurements of wall pressure 
fluctuations. 

Table 1. Main dimensions of the cross section. 

W/D P/D D (mm) D (mm) 
1.045 1.149 4$.29 139.0 
1.071 1.007 44.67 157.5 
1.071 1.017 45.92 157.5 
1.071 1.036 48.11 157.5 
1.072 1.072 52.65 157.5 
1.071 1.100 55.57 157.5 
1.071 1.148 60.85 157.5 
1.147 1.037 59.22 139.0 
1.147 1.147 71.58 139.0 
1.183 1.224 76.10 139.0 
1.072 1,036 42.56 139.0 a 
1.223 1.036 76.10 139.0 a 

F 3. 1: Schematic of the cross section. 

During an experiment the output signals 
of the hot wires and of the microphones were 
recorded simultaneously with an analog "FI1" 
tape recorder for spectra and correlation 
measurements. Afterwards they were digitized 
and stored on a digital tape for the 
evaluation of the results on a large IBM 
computer. The FTFPS subroutine of the IM3L 
Library [10] was used for the calculation of 
the spectral functions. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Velocity Measurements. Figure 2-a and b 
show the logaritnlc velocity profile measured 
at the channel wall and at the rod wall, 
respectively, of one subchannel of the rod 
bundle with P/D=W/D=1.07. The experimental 
values are conpared to Nikuradse's law of the 
wall for the pipe flow fll) . 

Auto Spectral Penalties. The spectra of 
two components of the fluctuating velocity in 
the gap between rod and channel wall are shown 
in Fig. 3. the spectrum of the axial component 
is similar to those observed in pipes [12], 
however, the azimuthal component shows a v«cy 
pronounced peak at 62.5 Hz. At a location 20 
mm from the gap, a peak appears also in the 
spectrum of the axial component at the same 
frequency of the azimuthal component. This 
peak frequency corresponds to the dominant 
frequency of the flow pulsation for this 
geometry and Reynolds number. 

The spectra of the pressure fluctuations 
on both sides of the jap between rod and 
channel wall are shown in Fig. 4. The spectra 
exhibit not only the characteristic peaks of 
the tlow near the saps , but also several 
narrow peaks which disappear in the spectrum 
of p -p since they have the same phase and 
Intensity and are supposed to be produced by 
resonances of the test section. In the 
spectrum of the pressure difference, the peak 
corresponding to the flow pulsation Is 
magnified,.and lies at the same frequency as 
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Fig. 2: Logaritmic velocity profile at the 
channel wall (a) and at the rod wall (b). 
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Fig. 3: Spectra of the axial (a) and the 
azimuthal (b) components of the fluctuating 
velocity at the center of the gap between rod 
and channel wall. 

in the spectra of the fluctuating velocities, 
auto spectral densities of the wall pressure 
fluctuations at the subchannel center line 
have also peaks which are smaller than near 
the gaps, with the same dominant frequency. 

The peak-frequency in spectra depends on 
the gap spacing and the flow velocity. It 
can be expressed in form of a Strouhal number, 
defined with the friction velocity, u», and 
the rod diameter as a function of the gap 
width [2,3] as 
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Fig. 4: Spectra of the wall pressure 
fluctuation at locations near the gap between 
rod and channel wall and of the pressure 
difference. 

Cross Spectral Densities. Figure 5 shows 
the cross spectral density function $ of the 
aziinuthal fluctuating velocity in the gap 
between the rods and at location 1 (See Fig.l) 
and their coherence function C. The former is 
represented by its modulus and phase angle. 
The cross spectrum has a peak at 62. 
similarly to the power spactra of 
functions. The phase angles from 10 to 
200 Hz are almost constant, slightly 
360 , actually below O , showing that 

5 Hz, 
these 
about 
below 
this 

component propagate from the center of the 
subchannel toward the gap. After 200 Hz the 
phase angle has a random distribution, 
demonstrating that the eddies are small and 
that the turbulent motion tends to isotropy. 
Within this frequency range, the coherence 
f-.-nction rises until a maximum of 0.96 (96 % 
coherence) and decays to almost zero at 200 
Hz, where the random distribution of the phase 
angle begins. The behaviour of the coherence 
function demonstrate that although the flow 
pulsations have a central peak-frequency, they 
influence a wide range of frequencies, for the 
flow conditions shown, from 10 to 200 Hz, that 
means, a wide range of eddy sizes. 

Stp"1» (f D/u»)*"1. 0.808 S/D • 0.056 (2) 
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Fig. 5: Cross spectral density <J> and coherence 
function C of the azimuthal fluctuating 
velocities at locations 0 and 1. 
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The same functions are shown in Fig. 6 
for the pressure fluctuations 9tt locations cr. 
both sides of the gap. The cross spectral 
density has a region between 30 and 100 Hz 
forming a flat peak, which central frequency 
cannot be identified, due to the resonance 
peaks, which appear also in this plot. The 
phase angle is slightly below 180 . This is 
due to the fajct that the microphones are not 
symmetrically placed with respect to the gap. 
apart of the resonance peaks, which have very 
high coherence, the coherence functions define 
two frequency ranges: the first one, up to 30 
Hz, corresponds to the plane waves (sound, fan 
effects, etc.); the second one. from 30 to 100 
Hz, corresponding to the flow pulsations. In 
this range, in spite of the relative large 
distance between the microphones, the 
coherence function has values of almost 0.5 
(50 X coherence). 

rucancT m» 
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Fig. 6: Cross spectral density $ and coherence 
function C of the wall pressure 
fluctuations at location a and b. 

The cross spectrum and coherence 
function of the pressure fluctuation p and 
the azlmuthal component wQ is shown in Pig. 7. 
Both functions have peaks at 62.5 Hz. The 
coherence function has aon zero values from 
20 to 150 with peak values at 62.5 Hz of 
about 0.88 (88 * coherence). The discontinuity 
at 50 Hz is due to the presence of the narrow 
resonance peak in the spectrum of the pressure 
fluctuation which do not correlate with the 
fluctuating velocities. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the spectra of the turbulent 
fluctuating velocities and pressure 
fluctuations show that the flow puljations 
generate a dynamic pressure field near the 
gaps, with the same characteristic peak-
frequency of the pulsations. The effects of 
this phenomenon propagate throughout the 
subchannel and influence th» pressure field in 
the form given by Eq. (l), but the regions 
near the gaps, where the flow pulsations 
occur, are the one* which are the most 
affected by the flow pulsations. Coherence 

P/D»W/D-1.072; Re-8.5-104 

Fig. 7: Cross spectral density t> and coherence 
f inction C of the azinuthal fluctuating 
vslociy at location O and the pressure 
lluctuatlon at location b. 

functions of the pressure and velocity 
fluctuations near the gaps have very high 
values. By means of these functions the 
frequency range affected by the flow pulsation 
is determined to be about one decade centered 
at the peak frequency for this geometry and 
flow velocity. 

The measurements of pressure fluctuations 
were performed only at the channel wall, 
nevertheless, the dynamic pressure field or. 
the rod walls oust have the same behaviour 
near the gaps as on the channel wall. 

The influence of tipical turbulence 
structures, like the horse shoe structures, 
observed in pipe flow by Langeheinecken was 
not observed, since they happen in a range of 
dimensionless distance to the wall up to 
y**l2S, in the law of the wall, and the 
measurements closest to the walls where 
performed at about y*ãiOO. It is also not 
expected that the 4.5 mm diameter microphones 
used in this work would be able to resolve the 
influence of eddies smaller than this size 
(about 1.5 mm), which is slightly larger than 
the resolution for transverse components of 
the fluctuating velocities measured with the 
double-wire probes [13]. 

The comparison of the spectra of the wall 
pressure fluctuation at locations near the 
gaps and at the subchannel center line 
confirms the results of Lin et al. that on 
the rods near the wall the pressure field is a 
function of the position. This should be 
expected also on the inner rod, but no 
information was given in Ref. [8] about the 
P/0-ratlo, so that its Influence could not be 
estimated. 

The analysis of the spectral functions 
show that the pressure fluctuations in rod 
bundles are strongly associated with the flow 
pulsations, so that, they can be th* th* most 
Important driving fore* of flow induced 
vibrations, in rod bundles [14]. 
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Results presented in this paper are 
related only to one geometry rod bundle (P/D » 
W/D * 1.072) and one Reynolds number (Re » 
8.5-10 ). but they are similar in all 
geometries investigated. The characteristic 
frequency of the flow pulsations and the 
pressure fluctuations is the sane. This 
frequency is a function of the flow velocity 
and the gap width, as demonstrated in Refs. 
[2,3], and is given by Equation (2) in 
Strouhal number fora as a function of the 
dimensionless gap width S/D. 
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